**Information Sessions and Career Fairs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Sessions</th>
<th>Conferences and Talks</th>
<th>Student Activities and Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unpaid Internships</td>
<td>Paid Positions</td>
<td>Fellowships and Grants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conferences and Talks**

**Seminar on Baltimore and Squeegee Youth**

Join us for Dr Philip Leaf’s Flash seminar on Thursday October 10th at 7PM in Gilman Hall 103. G! Food will be provided.

Professor Leaf will be talking about the responses to the Squeegee Youth in Baltimore, the research and practice underpinnings of responses and potential responses, and how students might be more involved with work going on in Baltimore.

Professor Philip Leaf is a professor in the Department of Mental Health with joint appointments in the Schools of Medicine, Nursing, Education, and Arts and Scientists. He currently is the Executive Director of the East Baltimore Community Trauma Response and he co-chairs the Baltimore City Public School workgroup on Promoting Student Resiliency and spent a Sabbatical in the Fall working in the Mayor’s Office and at the Baltimore City Public School System. He twice was chair of the Mental Health Section of the American Public Health Association and has received the Martin Luther King Jr. Community Service Award from Johns Hopkins.

Please sign up for the seminar using the following link: [https://forms.gle/KjmPP6UWNJyh7ocNA](https://forms.gle/KjmPP6UWNJyh7ocNA)

Readings will follow upon RSVP.
THE ALEXANDER HAMILTON SOCIETY PRESENTS

BIOTERRORISM & U.S. SECURITY

FORMER SENATOR
JIM TALENT

Vice-chair:
Commission on the Prevention
of WMD proliferation & Terrorism

DR. GIGI GRONVALL

Bloomberg School of Public Health & Center for Health Security

DATE & TIME:
October 10th 6-7:15 PM

LOCATION:
Gilman Hall, Room 132

DOORS OPEN AT 5:45PM
URS
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 2019 (MUDD 26)

EVENT SCHEDULE (4:30-10PM)
URS STUDENT PRESENTATIONS 4:30-7:45PM
KEYNOTE SPEECH 8:00-9:00PM
RECEPTION 9:00-10:00PM

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: DR. ANJAN CHATTERJEE, MD
PROFESSOR OF NEUROLOGY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
DIRECTOR OF THE PENN CENTER OF NEUROAESTHETICS
"HIDDEN BRAIN RESPONSES TO THE AESTHETICS OF PEOPLE AND PLACES"

APPLY TO PRESENT
HTTPS://HOPKINSURS.WIXSITE.COM/URS2019
DEADLINE: MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 2019
*OPEN TO ALL MAJORS AND AREAS OF RESEARCH*
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

PUBLIC HEALTH STUDIES POSTER SESSION

Join us for a Showcase of Undergraduate Student Work

OCTOBER 29, 2019
6:00-7:30 PM
GLASS PAVILION, LEVERING HALL

An opportunity for PHS students to share their field placement work and for the community to learn about undergraduate applied learning opportunities.
3400 North Charles Street. Refreshments served.
RSVP at https://forms.gle/YzroSt5V9kUwhhvo8
The Harvard Global Health Institute and Harvard College VISION: Global Health Society are hosting the fourth annual Global Health and Leadership Conference (GHLC) on April 17th-19th, 2020 at Harvard College in Cambridge, Massachusetts. The conference is dedicated to the professional development of attending students. College students have the opportunity to present global health or public service projects that they have conducted. This can be a great experience for students who have never presented at a conference since students are guided on writing a report about their project and publish it in our annual booklet. You can see written reports from last year's students here: Booklet 2019.

We attached some pdfs along with our website for more information (www.harvardvision.org/GHLCApply).

To apply, students must send the following to info@harvardvision.org:

- a CV (or resume)
- an abstract (max 1 page) about their presentation topic

The cost is $75 for the full weekend (Friday-Sunday). We understand due to classes some students might only be able to make Saturday-Sunday, which will be offered at a reduced price of $60.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Public Health Scholar Bowl

Join us to be part of an amazing trivia & case competition team, deepen your public health knowledge, and have fun!

FILL OUT OUR INTEREST FORM!
HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/PHSCHOLARS
American Conservation Film Festival

The 8th Annual American Conservation Film Festival (ACFF) is being held from October 4-6 and October 11-13 in Shepherdstown, WV (1.5 hours away).

The ACFF “fosters a diverse community of filmmakers, scientists, students and citizens to engage in conservation issues through film and education and inspire positive action.”

Click here for more information about the festival.
Official Film selection for 2019: https://conservationfilmfest.org/2019-films/
Monday Morning Mochas @ Mudd
When: 9:30-11:30 AM
Where: Mudd Atrium
What: Join me for coffee & life design conversations
Bonus: First person to come by gets a mocha on me!

Trade-A-Belay Tuesdays @ the Rec Center Climbing Wall
When: 6:30-8:00 PM
Where: Climbing Wall, bottom level of the Rec Center
What: Talk life design, trade for belays
Bonus: Try something new!

Wednesday Awareness @ Student Disability Services
When: 12:00-2:00
Where: Shafter 130 (SDS Suite)
What: opportunity to ask questions/share about disability specific questions related to career planning
Bonus: Access to a private space for personal conversations

Thursdays @ 3505 N. Charles
When: 11:00-5:00 (flexible times)
Where: Public Health Studies Advising Building
What: Office hours dedicated to PHS majors & students curious about public health careers
Bonus: Meet with your advisor while you’re here!

Fridays @ Pre-Prof Advising
When: 10:00-12:00
Where: Shriver
What: learn about how the Life Design Lab serves future medical students through mock interviewing & gap year planning
Bonus: no appointment necessary, come pre/post meeting!

www.jhu.joinhandshake.com -- search “Office Hours” in Events
Life Design Lab

Looking to connect with the Life Design Lab? Meet Lauren, Public Health Studies’ Life Design Educator! Formerly the Career Center, Lauren is here as a guide to career development resources as well as to help explore opportunities, engage with alumni and employers, and learn career storytelling strategies to help you discover your next opportunity! Things to do:

- Check out Lauren’s Spark Page for ways to explore and connect with the Life Design Lab.
- Check out Handshake Events for upcoming programs on campus.
- Come visit Lauren during her PHS office hours on Thursdays or during any of her Life Design Office Hours! Check her Instagram for updates, @beyondbrandable
Looking for: Science and Technology writers for The News-Letter

Looking to improve your writing for med and grad school applications? Are you interested in learning more about research at Hopkins? Want to stay up to date on developments in tech and the physical, biological, and social sciences? Join The News-Letter SciTech section as a writer!

Writers for the Science and Technology section cover scientific breakthroughs and achievements on campus and around the world, interview members of the Hopkins community (including students and professors), and write articles published in the weekly edition of The News-Letter.

No prior experience is required, and there are no preferred majors. Email science@jhunewsletter.com for more information.

WeGo Project Looking for Volunteers

Hi Public Health Majors! My name is Brad Parsons and I wanted to share an exciting opportunity to work with myself and a few others on a 501c3 nonprofit that utilizes telepresence robots to connect pediatric inpatients at Johns Hopkins Hospital with local Baltimore attractions. Check out our website to learn more (http://www.wegoproject.org/). We are looking for people to volunteer with us in the hospital as well as join the team and help with marketing, grant writing, and leadership. This is a great opportunity to get independent hospital experience and interaction! Feel free to contact me at bparso10@jhu.edu or email us at wegofoundation@gmail.com if you have any questions. Thanks!

To apply for a volunteer position, click here.

SPEAK2US Hotline

The SPEAK2US hotline, launched in 2016, is geared toward the university and health system communities to report complaints or concerns related to harassment, discrimination, or other unacceptable behavior that takes place at Johns Hopkins. Reports can be made 24 hours a day, seven days a week via an online form or by phone at 844-SPEAK2US (844-773-2528). Students, please be aware of this resource.

Unpaid Internships and Service

Volunteers Around the World

Love traveling and volunteering? Join the Volunteers Around the World (VAW) Baltimore chapter! This is an incredible opportunity to work alongside local physicians to provide basic medical care to underserved communities abroad. During this intensive two week summer trip to Guatemala, volunteers will get the chance to take vitals, shadow doctors, distribute medications, learn about basic pharmacology, and prepare a public health lesson to teach to children. You will also have opportunities during free days to explore Guatemala and fully immerse yourself in the culture.
We are currently accepting applicants of all majors for our summer trip to Guatemala and we also have leadership positions available! We are having an info session on October 10 at 7PM in BLC 4040. Email us at vaw.baltimore@gmail.com for an application, and swing by our info session to get more details! Click here to check out our national website. We look forward to meeting you!

Undergraduate Research Opportunity

Work on a 3-generation study of child behavior and self-regulatory development in Baltimore City with faculty and students from the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and School of Medicine.

Tasks:
- Working with participants (parents and children) in the laboratory to collect behavioral and biological data on the East Baltimore Campus
- Contacting remote participants to complete data collection via paper survey or online
  - Data entry, cleaning and validation
  - Coding of behavioral data
  - Abstraction of pediatric medical records
  - Preparing data reports and summaries
  - Helping with study organization activities
- Participation in twice monthly lab meetings that include journal club, training and research skill building

Skills and Requirements:
- Reliable availability to be on East Baltimore campus at least one weekday afternoon. Hours can be flexible based on schedule, but one or more ~5-hour block of time in the afternoon (between roughly 12pm -6pm) is needed.
- High level of attention to detail and participant confidentiality; commitment to prioritizing respect for and appreciation of research participants
  - Experience working with children

Also helpful are:
- Some rotating evening or weekend hours (roughly a 3-hour commitment on one weekend day every other month or from 5-7pm on weekdays)
  - Previous data collection experience, specifically behavioral data
  - Experience with database management and/or statistical software
  - Experience working with medical records

This opportunity can be used for credit; there are some limited paid opportunities as well. Opportunities for presentation of results at research symposia and other events. For more information please forward your resume and brief email describing your interest in the project and availability to: Dr. Sara Johnson, Dept. of Pediatrics, sjohnson@jhu.edu.

Recruiting Students for Student-Run Startup
OtoGlobal Health LLC is a student run startup which started 4 years ago. We have developed a low-cost hearing screening device optimized for conducting infant hearing screening in low-resource settings. It consists of hardware components like circuitry and 3D-printed pieces, as well as software on an Android app that controls the device. We are looking to recruit new members to join the team starting this fall, and we would love to hear from you if you are interested!

We have a clinical study at the hospital starting this fall, so right now is a really exciting time to join the team since the results from that study will push us towards the next stage of product development.

We have also won multiple business plan and design competitions and are well positioned with a patent to move us closer to a marketable device!

If this sounds interesting to you, please reach out to the team! We are looking to recruit people with interests in the following:

- Business development (Any interest in business plans, business competitions, etc. is very valuable. If you don’t have any experience but you would be interested in learning about and applying yourself to the business side of engineering, that’s awesome too.)

To apply, please send a resume and a couple sentences explaining why you’re interested to gmischl1@jhu.edu. If you have any relevant experience, make sure it’s in your resume. If you have any questions, feel free to contact that email as well.

---

Child and Adolescent Health Measurement Initiative Internship

Do you want experience in public health research in Maternal & Child Health? The Child & Adolescent Health Measurement Initiative (CAHMI) at Johns Hopkins School of Public Health is looking for a motivated, self-directed intern. The mission of the Child and Adolescent Health Measurement Initiative is to advance patient-centered innovations and improvements in children’s health and health care quality. The Undergraduate Intern will primarily work with our National Data Resource Center project and may assist with other CAHMI project work as needed.

National Data Resource Center for Child and Adolescent Health (DRC, www.childhealthdata.org): The purpose of the National Maternal and Child Health Data Resource (DRC) is to make available National Survey of Children’s Health (NSCH) findings at the national, regional, and state level through our online, user-friendly Interactive Data Query, downloadable data set features, and other website resources. Additionally, the DRC supports Title V Maternal and Child Health Service Block Grant programs and partners in accessing and effectively utilizing data from each level.

Responsibilities and Duties:
1. Assist in preparing and double-checking data regarding child, maternal, and family health.
2. Provide support for various tasks related to the launch of upcoming NSCH data, including creation of supporting documents and entering data into Survey Manager.
3. Help to create “data snapshots,” or interactive data reports using NSCH data
4. Help with the assembly of grant reports, technical assistance manuals, PowerPoint presentations, and video trainings.
5. Assist with outreach and dissemination of DRC materials and tools, including social media, newsletters, blog posts, and more.
6. Assist with literature reviews and identifying resources for a variety of projects, as needed.
7. Perform other related duties as required.

**Applicant Qualifications/Requirements:**
Applicant must be a current undergraduate student at an accredited college or university enrolled in a major related to the health or social sciences field. Interest in research and measurement, especially in the topic of children’s health, is preferred. MS Office skills required; some exposure to MCH measurement and website creation or upkeep preferred. Strong writing and communication skills required. Applicant must have strong attention to detail and a basic understanding of research principles.

**Work Schedule:**
6-12 hours per week, flexible within business hours and to be determined with applicant.

**Directions on how to apply:**
Send resume, brief cover letter, and schedule availability to info@cahmi.org, with the subject line “Undergraduate Internship”.

---

**Congressional Internships for John P. Sarbanes, Maryland’s Third Congressional District**
John Sarbanes’ office is seeking hardworking and dedicated college students or recent graduates to work as interns in their Towson and Washington, D.C. offices, performing constituent outreach, communications activities, and legislative work. An internship in a Congressional office can be a rewarding opportunity, allowing students to learn directly about the legislative process.

To apply, please send a cover letter, a resume, and a list of references to employment@mail.house.gov.

---

**Maryland Department of Aging Internship**
The Maryland Department of Aging offers both undergraduate and graduate students the opportunity to put their education to work. Interns will gain valuable experience in a cabinet agency that offers:

- Knowledge about older adults and individuals with disabilities, and applicable community services and resources available to these populations;
- Insight into the development and execution of public policies;
  - Experience in program planning and analysis;
  - Database management skills;
- Outreach and customer service experience;
- Ability to collaborate with colleagues and community partners in a professional setting; and
- Weekly constructive feedback.

Interns may work in a variety of programs in the areas of Long-Term Services (LTS) and Client and Community Services (CCS). These programs and initiatives are supported by the federal Administration on Community Living (ACL), the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), and other state and federal partners. A focus of the internship will be assistance with
improving the Maryland Access Point referral network database through provider outreach and updates. Click here to learn more and/or apply.

Paid Jobs and Internships

Epidemiology Research Group in Organ Transplantation Research Assistant Position

The Epidemiology Research Group in Organ Transplantation, a lab in the Johns Hopkins Department of Surgery, is seeking motivated undergraduate students for a part-time research assistant position. Students will be working on the ENGAGE study, a study aiming to expand live donor kidney transplantation through advocacy training and social media for patients on the kidney transplant waitlist. This position will give students the opportunity to get involved in clinically-related public health research, interact with patients (both over the phone and in person, as needed), develop communication skills, and learn about the research being done in organ transplantation at Johns Hopkins.

Responsibilities include recruiting and interviewing patients, abstracting medical records, and instructing patients during our Live Donor Champion and Donor App programs.

Students must have good patient interaction, computer skills; any design background could be useful as we work to improve the projects.

Students must work 8 hours per week, and can come in for 2-8 hour shifts on Monday-Saturday between 8am-8pm. Can receive credit or $12/hour. Please send a cover letter, resume, a brief statement of interest, and an unofficial transcript to the Research Program Coordinators, Arthur Love (alove14@jhmi.edu) and Leyla Herbst (lherbst3@jhu.edu).
We’re redefining healthcare while preparing its next generation of leaders.

Are you Made for this?

Healthcare Management Program
Paid Internship
June 1, 2020 – August 7, 2020
Long Island, Manhattan, Queens, Westchester, Staten Island and Brooklyn

Looking to get hands-on leadership experience with a world-class healthcare organization? Become part of the Northwell Health Healthcare Management Program Internship. Our elite and extensive 10-week paid summer Internship is open to current undergraduate college students whose expected graduation date is between December 2020 and August 2021. Through this unique program, you will gain first-hand experience of what it’s like to work in healthcare administration and operations in one of our many participating hospitals, service lines, and departments.

Learn more at: NorthwellCareers.com/HMP2020

About the program

Following orientation, you will work with your carefully selected mentor on meaningful projects that positively impact our patients and communities. You will also experience:

- Networking with executive leadership
- Didactic educational sessions
- Facility tours
- Attendance at top-level decision making meetings
- Team building activities
- End of summer Alumni Dinner
- Swap Days
- And much more

This could be the beginning of a great career journey that could lead to many Northwell opportunities including prime consideration for a full-time job in the Management Associate Program (MAP) after you graduate. Are you Made for this?

Opportunities are limited. Submit your resume electronically by 11:59 pm EST on November 11, 2019. Qualified candidates will be contacted via e-mail and text message regarding a first-round video interview no later than November 13, 2019.

© 2019 - Northwell Health. We are an equal opportunity/AA employer. F/M/Disability/Vet

---

Research Assistant for the Optimize Study

General Summary: The primary focus of our research group is understanding the non-pharmacologic treatments for patients with chronic low back pain. Provide support to the Project Director and Study Coordinators for the Optimize Study.
National Academy of Social Insurance Summer Internship Program

The National Academy of Social Insurance is looking qualified upper-division undergraduate students for its twelve-week, paid, summer internships. Students interested in U.S. social insurance and related issues are encouraged to apply for one of the Academy’s nationally-competitive internship programs.

- The Merton C. Bernstein Internship on Social Insurance
- The Somers Aging and Long-Term Care Research Internship
- The Eileen Sweeney Graduate Internship in Disability Policy
  - The Rashi Fein Internship in Health Policy
- (New in 2020) Congressman Pete Stark Health Policy Internship.

See the Internship Opportunities page for descriptions of each program, application instructions, and the online application form.

The Academy’s internship program has focused on developing young leaders in the social insurance field for nearly 30 years. As a Member of the Academy, your consideration of potential applicants with whom to share this opportunity is appreciated. Think about the talented young people you know — students, mentees, interns, and relatives — and encourage them to apply for an exciting summer in Washington, DC. Thank you!

Application deadline: Friday, January 3, 2020
For more information, and to apply, please visit the Student Opportunities page of the Academy's website. Questions? Contact the internship program coordinator at internships@nasi.org or at (202) 452-8097.

Research Assistant Position

Looking for highly-motivated individuals to join a team dedicated to LGBTQ health. We are implementing a NIH-funded longitudinal study on stress, stress-related comorbidity, biopsychosocial stress processes, and social networks among gender and sexual minority populations in Baltimore. This position requires excellent oral and written communication skills with attention to detail. Duties will include assisting the team with community engagement, study design and implementation, data collection and data analysis using various data analytic techniques according to project requirements. Will also participate in reviewing literature, writing scientific manuscripts, disseminating study findings to the communities, and other duties as relevant to the writing and publication of reports.
Research Assistant in Health Policy

L&M Policy Research, LLC is seeking candidates for full-time, entry-level research positions in Washington, DC. This is typically a two to four year position. L&M is a highly-collaborative and collegial boutique health services research firm that offers a deep knowledge of public and private health care issues grounded in extensive experience in qualitative and quantitative research methods and health services management and operations. Our dedicated staff provides the highest quality research to assist government and private organizations in improving health care across the United States, with particular focus on Medicare, Medicaid, and private insurance marketplace reforms.

We offer our employees a collegial and team-oriented work environment, along with competitive salaries, a comprehensive benefits package, and five weeks paid time off.

Responsibilities
• Contribute to qualitative and/or quantitative data collection and analysis; support senior research staff in developing and executing research protocols; conduct primary data collection with health care consumers, organizations, providers, and other stakeholders
  • Contribute to reports, memos, briefs, and presentations
  • Conduct literature reviews and environmental scans
• Support senior research staff with client management tasks, including scheduling, notetaking, and financial reporting
  • Some travel may be required

Minimum Qualifications
• Availability to start in Winter 2019 or Spring 2020
  • Bachelor’s degree
• Demonstrated interest in health policy, public health, public policy, the social sciences, or a related field
• Excellent organizational skills and attention to detail, with ability to manage concurrent tasks and contribute to multiple projects simultaneously
  • Strong technical writing skills (e.g., reports, memos, literature reviews)
  • Strong analytical skills.
• Motivated, self-starter; capacity to work both autonomously and as a team
• Strong interpersonal skills; strong written and oral communication skills
  • Proficiency with Word, Excel, PowerPoint
  • Ability and willingness to travel

Preferred Qualifications
• Academic or job-related experience conducting research in a related field
• Familiarity with data analysis software packages (e.g. STATA, SAS)
• Working proficiency in Spanish is a plus

Please submit your application through handshake or send a resume, writing sample, cover letter (with earliest availability to start) to: careers@LMpolicyresearch.com

Note: Individuals with temporary visas or who need sponsorship for work authorization now or in the future are not eligible for hire.

---

Full-Time Research Assistant Position Available at JHUSOM

Johns Hopkins Schizophrenia Center has a full-time Research Assistant position. The position requires a two year commitment, and a bachelor’s degree in a health science related field (graduates in the December of 2019 are eligible). Responsibilities include recruiting and screening healthy controls, patients with first episode psychosis patients, and those with related brain disorders (e.g., Alzheimer’s disease, mood disorders) into the study. Involves regularly interacting with patients’ families and healthcare providers as well as escorting participants through various study procedures such as neurocognitive testing, blood draws, MRIs, among others. The position also involves data organization/management and will provide leadership opportunities. Educational experiences include attendance at Teaching Rounds and there is the potential for inclusion in research papers. To inquire further about this position, please send the CV to JHSZC_recruit@jhu.edu

---

Research Assistant

The Johns Hopkins Armstrong Institute for Patient Safety and Quality (AI) is in search of responsible, motivated, and hard-working individuals to assist with data collection and analysis on two related projects funded by NASA and DARPA. These projects investigate social interaction and team resilience at NASA research facilities and the Johns Hopkins Hospital. The position is under the supervision of Dr. Michael Rosen and his research team

Qualifications

The right person will have strong written and spoken communication skills; be detail-oriented; and take responsibility for meeting deadlines and making progress without direct supervision. The applicant’s conduct must align with AI’s core behaviors, which are to be humble and curious; respect, appreciate, and help others; and be accountable to continuously improve themselves, the organization, and the community. Data collection begins early in the morning and requires RA to be present at the Johns Hopkins Hospital by 7am on data collection days. Minimum time commitment of 10 hours per week.

Minimum suggested GPA is 3.0. Lower GPAs will be considered with letter of recommendation or other appropriate references.

For More Information or to Apply:
Contact Salar Khaleghzadegan (skhaleg1@jhmi.edu) or Dr. Michael Rosen (mrosen44@jhmi.edu). Please include “Research Assistant Position Inquiry” as the subject line. Send your resume or CV to apply.
Research Assistant Position Available

The Daily24 Study involves using a mobile app called “Daily24” where study participants record their timing of eating and sleeping. The team is looking at the association of “when you eat and sleep” with your weight. The student research assistant will be responsible for recruiting new participants while keeping them engaged, helping manage reporting through RedCAP, attending study team meetings, and other various tasks. This is a part time position with roughly 20 hours per week. If interested, contact Wendy Bennett (PI) at wendy.bennett@jhmi.edu and Kate Holzhauer (Study Coordinator) at kholzha1@jhu.edu with your CV and an explanation of your interest.

Fellowships and Grants

Urban Health Institute 2020 Small Grants Program

The Johns Hopkins Urban Health Institute values community-university partnerships and the work they do to enhance the health and well-being of Baltimore City residents. Furthermore we understand how funding and support of these partnerships can help advance these efforts towards optimal community well-being.

Applications are now open for the 2020 Small Grants Program. In each category, students and faculty are required to partner with a community-based organization or city agency and vice versa. Proposals are due by 5:00 pm on Friday, October 25, 2019.

Click here to apply.
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Public Health Resource Guide

http://krieger.jhu.edu/publichealth/resources/
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Please see the PHS website (Contact tab) or click here to use the online Advisor Scheduling System.

* Please note – system does not work with Chrome or Safari browsers or mobile devices

PHS Weekly Submission Process

Public Health-centric student groups and health-related organizations around Hopkins and the Baltimore community are welcome to submit announcements to the PHS Weekly. Please submit to cbarry8@jhu.edu by 5pm every Monday.
For **announcements** or events, please submit the title, date, time, location and a brief description. The description should be brief and preferably include a link that will direct readers to another site for complete details.

For any **position opening**, please submit the position title, organization name, responsibilities and eligibility requirements, deadline for applying and contact information. Once again we ask you to keep the posting brief and provide an outside link for readers to gather further details.

---

**PHS Office Directory**

Maria Bulzacchelli, Director,  [mbulzac1@jhu.edu](mailto:mbulzac1@jhu.edu)
Katherine Henry, Academic Advisor,  [kheber12@jhu.edu](mailto:kheber12@jhu.edu)
Cara McNamara, Academic Advisor,  [cmcnama8@jhu.edu](mailto:cmcnama8@jhu.edu)
Keri Frisch, Experiential Learning Coordinator,  [kfrisch3@jhu.edu](mailto:kfrisch3@jhu.edu)
Natalie Hicks, Sr. Administrative Coordinator,  [nhicks5@jhu.edu](mailto:nhicks5@jhu.edu)
Caroline Barry, Administrative Assistant,  [cbarry8@jhu.edu](mailto:cbarry8@jhu.edu)

Office Location: 3505 N. Charles, Room 201
Phone: 410-516-6166

---
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